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…… 

 

In the dark mansion of Ming state, several men and women with extraordinary momentum are sitting in 

the reception hall, while xiaorou, who is standing by, is rather embarrassed in front of these people 

 

The reason is nothing else, these people are very impressive, just before Tiandan old man advanced, 

appeared in the dark house around the state governor! 

 

The young woman with black skirt looked at the red haired man and said coldly, "Wei Ji, what are you 

doing here? It's been a few days. Are you still going? " 

 

The man named Wei Ji tasted the tea and said with a smile, "you should know more about the purpose 

of my coming here? Yu Hongying. " 

 

Yu Hongying's beautiful eyes twinkled and no longer spoke. She was the first to arrive here, but who 

knew that the existence of the saint teacher called by Tiandan old man happened to be out? 

 

And then, Wei Ji, Xu Liang and others came here one after another. The purpose was obviously the same 

as her 

 

If that person is really one of the most powerful in the world, she doesn't want so many people 

competing with herself for the favor of this elder 

 

At this time, the governors, with a look on their faces at the same time, took out a jade rune. 

 

The next moment, they looked at each other, and then they got up one after another and headed for 

the door. 



 

…… 

 

Gu Xuan put down the jade symbol and said to Ye Chen, "ye Shitian, if you want to leave the dark area, 

I'm afraid it will take two days." 

 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "what's the matter?" 

 

Gu Xuan said: "as I mentioned to you before, all the states in the dark region are looking for monsters 

with strength beyond the realm to become agents, and they are responsible for many matters in the 

Ming Dynasty. Now, a message has been sent from the general office of Jingzhou to call on the agents of 

various States to conduct assessment..." 

 

Ye Chen said, "how long does it take to go to Jingzhou?" 

 

Gu Xuan said: "soon, you can go to the general office of Jingzhou in the dark region through the 

transmission array specially used by the governors of each state. With the assessment, it will take about 

two days to go back and forth." 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment, then nodded his head and said, "in this case, let's go." 

 

He still has some time, but he is not in a hurry. He promised Gu Xuan to act as the agent of Mingzhou. 

So, it is reasonable to accept the assessment. 

 

However, ye Chen said again: "before that, arrange for me and let my brother go outside first." 

 

Gu Xuan smiles and says: "this is easy to do." 

 

Ye Chen refers to the brother, naturally is Xu Shenglong! 

 

Under Gu Xuan's full encouragement, the Jinpeng also used his strength to milk, and his escape speed 

suddenly increased. After a while, the three returned to the dark house of the underworld. 



 

Old Tiandan apologized and said, "please forgive me, master. In my present state, if I enter the Ming 

region rashly, it may attract the attention of those old guys, and I can't share the worries for the 

master..." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "why should it be so, this matter should have been handled by me 

personally." 

 

Ye Chen and Gu Xuan turn into a secret room in the dark mansion, which is engraved with a very 

complex transmission array. 

 

After a flash, they step into the array. Gu Xuan takes out the master's token and enters into the array. 

The whole transmission array lights up in an instant, and the strong spatial fluctuation surges out, 

drowning the two figures 

 

After a while, ye Chen fixed his eyes and saw that he and Gu Xuan had come to a strange hall. He looked 

around and his pupils couldn't help shrinking slightly. 

 

The hall is far from comparable in terms of materials and carvings. 

 

At the same time, the whole hall is shrouded in a depressing atmosphere. If ye Chen is right, there 

should be a terrible array in the dark mansion of Jingzhou. Even if the peak of heaven and earth exists, 

I'm afraid it will be trapped and killed by this array! 

 

Not far in front of Ye Chen and Gu Xuan, there was a girl in black. After seeing ye Chen and Gu Xuan, the 

girl said with a smile, "two, please follow me. Governors have been waiting in the assembly hall for a 

long time." 

 

Under the guidance of the girl, ye Chen and Gu Xuan soon came to a round conference hall. In the 

center of the meeting hall, there was a wide open space, which was covered by a layer of light curtain. 

There were 19 stone pillars around the open space. On the stone pillars, there was a different mark on 

them. These 19 pillars supported the second floor of the venue. 

 

The second floor is a circular structure formed by 19 houses. 



 

From the inside, you can see everything from the inside to the outside! 

 

At the moment when ye Chen and Gu Xuan stepped into the meeting hall, there were dozens of eyes 

shooting at them! 

 

Yu Hongying, Wei Ji, Xu Liang and other governors of several states near the Ming state saw Ye Chen's 

pupil shrink at the moment! 

 

Why did the man come? 

 

Since he followed Gu Xuan to come here, there is only one explanation. He came as the agent of Hades! 

 

If this person is really pointing out the old man Tiandan and making him break through the shackles of 

thousands of years, how can he hold this position? 

 

Yu Hongying was pretty and frowning, and said to herself, "am I wrong? Old man Tiandan performed 

this play to confuse us? ""Wei Ji, what do you think?" she suddenly whispered to Wei Ji in the 

neighboring room 

 

Wei Ji pondered for a moment, shook his head and said: "first look down, this person is not our 

imagination of the existence, will be able to see the clues when the assessment." 

 

Soon, ye Chen and Gu Xuan then went into the room of the dark house of the underworld and sat down. 

 

At this time, a cold woman's voice rang out from the scene: "since all the governors of the 19 states 

have arrived, please invite the agents of each state to enter the field and prepare for assessment." 

 

In a flash, more than a dozen dodging lights flew out of the house and landed in front of the stone pillars 

representing their respective states. 

 



And a ray of light flashed by, all the faces covered by the crowd disappeared, and the sense of reality 

was restored. 

 

Ye Chen looked around and saw the 18 young men and women, each with a unique momentum, cool 

and arrogant look, obviously are rare martial road demons. 

 

All of a sudden, ye Chen swept to a familiar figure, and a surprised color appeared in his eyes. Suddenly 

he said, "Gu Han, is it you?" 

 

As soon as this speech was said, many of these ten talented men looked at Ye Chen strangely. 

 

Standing in front of the stone pillars in Jingzhou, there was a young man with a cold look and a fierce 

cold air 

 

It was at the beginning that ye Chen met Gu's genius, Gu Han, in Xuanjin city! 

 

How did he come into the dark? 

 

Ye Chen's face moved, and the three methods of removing clouds came out. At the next moment, a 

touch of slightly shocking color appeared on his face 

 

How did Gu Han's strength rise to such a level? 

 

At the beginning, he was not a strong man in Xuanjin city. Now, he has become a heaven mending realm 

with seven layers of heaven! 

 

This promotion is not against the weather! 

 

Now he has left Zhang Chi, Zhang Qiaoling and others far behind? 

 



Moreover, the most important thing is that ye Chen knows that although Gu Han has only the cultivation 

of seven layers of heaven, his real strength is still on this! 
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This is a bit scary. Gu Han has no reincarnation graveyard and xuanhanyu. 

 

Therefore, this is by no means the speed of the ordinary warrior! 

 

What happened to Gu Han? 

 

At this time, many of the genius present could not help but talk. 

 

"Who is this man? You know Gu Shao? " 

 

"Is this man from the underworld? This kind of person in the bottom state can call Gu Shao's name? " 

 

"I remember that the governor of Hades, like Gu Shao, came from his family." 

 

"I see. That makes sense. It must be that governor Gu Xuan took this boy to see Gu Shao when he came 

home?" 

 

"But isn't it rude of him to call Gu Shao by his name?" 

 

Most of the speakers stood in front of the stone pillars near Gu Han, who came from the big States 

headed by Jingzhou. 

 

The martial arts environment, the level of martial arts, and even the qualification of martial artists in 

these big states are far higher than those in small states such as Mingzhou and Liangzhou. 



 

When Gu Han saw Ye Chen, he also showed a trace of disbelief. There was still some embarrassment in 

his face. However, he soon calmed down and restored his cold appearance. 

 

At this time, standing in front of a stone pillar beside Gu Han, a beautiful young man in a gold robe 

looked at Ye Chen curiously and asked Gu Han, "brother Gu, do you know that young man?" 

 

The speaker comes from the dark region of Haizhou, and his background is extraordinary. Only the 

favored son of Haizhou can make friends with Gu Han, a Beijing demon. 

 

For a moment, everyone looked to Gu Han and looked forward to his answer. 

 

Gu Han, however, just looked coldly and said, "he is just a friend who once met." 

 

People smell speech, look at Ye Chen's eyes, instantly sneer up. 

 

Gu Han called Ye Chen "friend". 

 

But the tone of the strange, cold, anyone can hear clearly, it is estimated that the reason why they are 

called friends is due to Gu Xuan's relationship, right? 

 

In Gu Han's heart, a little character from the underworld has already had an impassable barrier with 

him. How can he be his friend? 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, also is the facial dew accident color, afterward, light smile, no longer go to 

see Gu Han. 

 

In Xuanjin City, Gu Han offended himself, but he didn't kill him. He spared Gu Han's life. He stood up for 

Gu Han and Zhang Chi in front of Zhou Zixun and others 

 

At that time, Gu Han regarded himself as the elder brother. Now he has gained power. The original 

master Ye has become a "friend of one side"? 



 

This is the martial arts white eyed wolf? 

 

However, this kind of person Ye Chen sees many, in addition to some chills, pour also did not have too 

much feeling. 

 

At this time, the cold female voice sounded again: "now, please agents, take down the annihilation 

stone." 

 

Yu Hongying, Wei Ji and others have a bright eye. After the annihilation stone is removed, they may be 

able to see something from ye Chen's martial arts cultivation realm. 

 

After all, even those who stand in the dark area to the strong can shield them from sensing the original 

Qi in the other party's body, but if they suppress the state, they should be able to detect a trace of 

abnormality with their strength. 

 

Nineteen Tianjiao, are slowly wearing the annihilation stone into the storage bag. 

 

In an instant, more than a dozen powerful breath filled the venue! 

 

These people's breath has different levels. However, most of them are to mend the heaven and earth. 

The dark area martial arts practitioners who have achieved the heaven and earth realm are very easy to 

be noticed by the Ming domain. Therefore, the first requirement for selecting agents is that the 

cultivation should not exceed the heaven and earth realm! Mendianjing is undoubtedly the most 

suitable! 

 

However, as an agent in the dark region, if his strength is too weak, it is difficult to play a role in the 

Ming region. Therefore, although the strength of Tianjiao from various states has not reached the level 

of heaven and earth, most of them are in the later stage of mending the sky! 

 

And Gu Han is only two small states away from heaven and earth. Even among the 19 states, Gu Han is 

the best! 

 



However, one of the nineteen is the exception 

 

Who? 

 

Ye Chen, of course 

 

Although Ye Chen has been promoted many times, his strength has soared, but his cultivation has not 

been improved much. Now he is still a god realm! 

 

There is still a step away from the holy ancestral land! 

 

A glance at the corner of his mouth. 

 

He knew that ye Chen could leap over the level to fight, but he also knew how big the gap was after the 

realm was high! 

 

How can ye Chen go beyond the level of heaven God cultivation to the middle and later stages of sky 

mending? 

 

That's almost impossible! 

 

After all, Gu Han killed the terror killer in the dark area by mending the seven layers of heaven 

cultivation, and was called an eternal evil by the elders of Gu's family! 

 

Over the top? 

 

Ye Chen is no match for himself now! 

 

He is no longer the Gu Han who needs to be respectful to Ye Chen in Xuanjin city!Many Tianjiao, even 

the governors sitting in the room, look at Ye Chen's eyes are becoming strange 



 

Is this underworld funny? 

 

What do you want to do with a kid from heaven? 

 

This kid, don't talk about the heaven and earth realm, can't even have the strength to mend the sky? 

That means that it is useless in the Ming Dynasty. 

 

Yu Hongying looks gloomy. After a moment, she asks Wei Ji, "can you see anything..." 

 

Wei Ji was silent for a long time, and said faintly: "I can't see that this man's cultivation really seems to 

be the nine layers of heaven and God state..." 

 

Yu Hongying coldly hummed: "that is to say, we are all played by Tiandan and Gu Xuan?" 

 

Wei Ji said with a bitter smile: "it seems like this." 

 

Fortunately, Gu Xuan and ye Chen were not in the dark house of Mingzhou at that time. Otherwise, he 

would lose a good treasure in vain. 

 

But Yu Hongying frowned and said, "no, if so, why does Gu Xuan choose him as the agent of Ming 

state?" 

 

Wei Ji is also a reflection of the color, temporarily speechless. 

 

At this time, the cold female voice sounded again: "the rules of assessment are very simple, that is, fight 

in pairs. Through the fight, we can judge whether you are qualified for this position. 

 

I will arrange the order of assessment and the opponents 

 



Next, let's invite ye Shitian, the agent of Mingzhou, to enter the center of the venue. " 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, the body shape moves, then fell into the field. 

 

For a moment, the Tianjiao people present were a little excited. I don't know which lucky one will 

become the opponent of Ye Shitian? 

 

Although, if you want to pass the assessment, you don't have to divide the winners and losers. As long 

as you show enough strength, even if you are qualified, the strength determines the status of the agents 

of each state to a great extent! 

 

In the Ming domain, although these agents directly accept the command of the dark domain, there are 

also cases of joint efforts. In this case, the status of the agents can even determine life and death! 

 

Therefore, defeating several Tianjiao of other states is obviously an important bonus! 
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The cold female voice stopped for a moment and continued: "Gu Han, you also go in." 

 

When people heard this, they couldn't help laughing bitterly. The woman who spoke was the governor 

of Jingzhou's secret government. This kind of opponent that must be won was handed over to Gu Han, 

who was basically the most dignified among the 19 prefectures. It seemed that there was no problem. 

 

Without saying a word, Gu Han slowly stepped into the area under the curtain of light. 

 

Ye Chen stares at Gu Han. For a moment, the atmosphere in the venue is somewhat cold. 

 

He said with a faint smile: "why don't you talk? Mr. Gu? " 

 



Gu Han's face sank and his eyes began to waver 

 

If ye Chen said that he had been trampled under his feet and flattered him in the past, his face would be 

lost! 

 

Gu Han took a deep breath and said coldly: "someone." 

 

Someone? 

 

To everyone, Gu Han seems to be telling Ye Chen that there is no friendship between them. Don't get 

involved with yourself in front of others. For a moment, everyone is arrogant. Looking at Ye Chen's 

expression, he becomes more and more sarcastic. Ye Chen is a clown in their eyes! 

 

Ye Chen was not satisfied, and continued: "what's wrong with someone? Can't you and I try martial arts 

and we can't speak? Do you have to be polite when you have a contest? " 

 

Gu Han is silent for a moment, but his look is more ferocious. To him, ye Chen seems to be laughing at 

himself! 

 

His tone, even colder, said: "this is not good? In my heart, I pursue the perfection of martial arts. I'm not 

qualified to chat with me. If I chat too much, it wastes my time and affects my practice of martial arts. 

What should I do? 

 

What's more, my name in Ming Dynasty is Gu Leyan. Don't call me Gu Han 

 

Hearing this, the crowd burst into laughter! 

 

Mr. Gu said that just now, ye Shitian didn't give up. He still wanted to talk to Mr. Gu and get in touch 

with him? 

 

Now, you're eating yourself? 

 



Mr. Gu, is this a complete separation from him? 

 

They all said that they had influenced their practice of martial arts. The boy from Mingzhou would not 

be so shameless as to fight with each other? 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, calm a little head way: "Oh, since so, then, let's go." 

 

Gu Leng hums and looks at Ye Chen contemptuously. Ha ha, that indifferent look is really familiar. After 

he becomes strong, what he hopes most is to tear up Ye Chen's indifferent expression completely! 

 

At the next moment, a spirit of absolute cold swept out of the body of Gu Han. In the cold, it was 

emitting the charm of destroying all living beings! 

 

Gu Han stares at Ye Chen, the smile on his face becomes more and more ferocious! 

 

After parting with Ye Chen, Gu Han also began to travel and explore in xingxuan region, hoping to find 

his own chance. However, in an accident, he came to the dark area, and more importantly, he was found 

by Gu's family, one of the top powerful families in Jingzhou 

 

Gu family people told him that he had the blood of his family, and that cold blood was actually a 

variation of the blood of his ancestors! 

 

The reason why Gu family people can be extremely friendly to the destruction of Shinto is because they 

inherited the ancestral blood of Gu family! 

 

And Gu Han's variant blood, if successfully pure, remove impurities, even can be higher than the blood 

purity of Gu's lineage today! 

 

With the help of Gu's family members, Gu Han awakened the body of Han Mie through his pure blood, 

and his strength soared. In an instant, he became one of the potential demons in the dark region of 

Jingzhou from a small xingxuan warrior! 

 



Even, because of Gu Han's blood, he has been favored by his ancestors, and his position in the family is 

also rising! 

 

Before long, Gu Han may enter the realm of heaven and earth! Even more than Gu Xuan! 

 

With the strength and status soaring at the same time, Gu Han's temperament has already changed. 

Where can you remember what Gu Han looked like before? 

 

Now, he only knows that he is a genius who cares for his family! 

 

Gu Han shook his wrist and fell into the palm of his hand. He gave Ye Chen a grim smile and said, "six 

exterminations are real secrets, crazy words!" 

 

The next moment, the rolling destruction of Daoyun, with Gu Han's action and cohesion, into a cold to 

the extreme, at the same time, as if the cold light of all things, on the blade, continuous flow! 

 

His eyes were filled with malice. He remembered the scene of being crushed by Ye Chen in Xuanjin city. 

He thought of his humiliation like a dog beside Ye Chen. He roared: "I want you to see what is the real 

Shinto of destruction!" 

 

Voice a fall, then suddenly a sword, toward ye chenbiao! 

 

Not to mention the arrogance of those present, even some governors were thrilled. He secretly said that 

he was a genius for his family. This sword even has the power of killing and mending the sky! 

 

On that day, the boy of Shenjing was defeated by Gu Han. If Gu Xuan didn't make a move, he might even 

die under this sword! 

 

But until this sword is cut in front of Ye Chen, the room in Mingzhou is still silent 

 



But Yu Hongying, Wei Ji and others are paying attention to Ye Chen's every move with twinkling eyes. 

Whether this person is a real dragon or a loach will soon be known!Almost everyone thought that ye 

Chen was going to die under Gu Han's sword. 

 

Ye Chen's indifferent face, but there is a strange smile. 

 

Than the destruction of Shinto? Who in the dark region is qualified to be compared with him! 

 

In a flash, a terrible killing intention, from ye Chen's body, ran out! 

 

In ye chenmu, the red light flashed away, and the power to destroy Shinto broke out. Instead, it was the 

endless power rising in the body! 

 

In his hand, there was a long black sword. 

 

The deep black light, flashing on the blade, also belongs to the meaning of the destruction Shinto. From 

the long sword, it is surging out. Although there is no ice cold meaning in Gu Han's Taoist rhyme, the 

atmosphere of destruction is rich! 

 

Ye Chen deliberately did not display the true formula of six exterminations! 

 

Because it is so powerful, it is more than enough to suppress the cold sword light in front of us! 

 

The next moment, time seems to freeze, shocking the scene, in front of everyone! 

 

In their thinking, the extremely powerful icy cold sword is actually in contact with the black sword light 

cut by Dao Ye Chen, as if the thin ice hit the diamond, and burst in an instant! 

 

Gu Han's face turned pale. He couldn't believe it, but he was unwilling to do it. Then he was frightened. 

Everything changed quickly! 

 



But without waiting for him to make any reaction, the black sword light of lacquer went on frantically. In 

a twinkling of an eye, he had come to Gu Han's face, and the shadow of death instantly devoured it! 

 

"Ah 

 

Gu Han screamed. Facing this sword, it seemed that he had gone back to the past. His aura from the 

dark area to his home was suddenly dim, and he became the weak one who was trampled on by Ye 

Chen! 
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Cold sweat, wet through Gu Han's clothes, this people's eyes of Jingzhou Tianjiao, under the power of 

this sword, was actually a soft body, collapsed to the ground, the heart of the road appeared death 

cracks, fear even standing strength, ah! 

 

The scene reversed in an instant. Now it is Gu Han, the evil spirit of Jingzhou's family, who is going to fall 

under the sword light of the Mingzhou boy! 

 

Just at the critical moment, a woman's figure suddenly appears in front of Gu Han. With a wave of her 

hand, the endless charm of Dao is surging, and the sword light that ye Chen has cut out completely 

disappears. 

 

This woman, looking a little thin, looks not very beautiful, but also has the posture of the middle. 

 

This person is the governor of Jingzhou, Liang Zibing. 

 

Liang Zibing gives Gu Han an ugly look. The Liang family is also one of the most powerful families in 

Jingzhou and has an old relationship with the Gu family. Under the arrangement of the two elders, Gu 

Han has become her apprentice. 

 

The two get along well, and Liang Zibing is also quite fond of this disciple. Even Gu Han's strength soared 

due to the power of blood. Many Jingzhou geniuses laughed at Gu Han as a piece of rubbish. It was Liang 



Zibing who, regardless of the danger of offending the major forces in Jingzhou, calmed down all the 

curses by speaking for Gu Han 

 

I didn't expect that the boy was so bad? 

 

Liang Zibing sighed and shook his head. He helped Gu Han up from the ground, turned his head and 

looked at Ye Chen deeply. Then he walked down the stage. 

 

Suffocation, only suffocation! 

 

The conference hall of Norda is dead, just like falling into a strange space without sound! 

 

All the people present, looking at Ye Chen on the Ao Li stage, were so frightened that their eyes would 

fall to the ground. In their brains, there was a blank, only suffocation! 

 

In the later stage, it has the power to mend the heaven? 

 

How can this kind of monster exist! 

 

Compared with Ye Chen, their so-called Tianjiao, once, all fell into the dust! 

 

But it's not over! 

 

When Liang Zibing and Gu Han are about to walk out of the curtain of light, ye Chen smiles coldly and 

says again, "this is what you call Jingzhou Tianjiao? It's just unbearable 

 

Gu Han's face changed when he heard the speech. However, he did not dare to refute it. On the 

contrary, he trembled slightly and quickened the pace of leaving! 

 

Liang Zibing is more and more disappointed at Gu Han's leaving. Perhaps, Gu Han can be called a genius 

on martial arts after his transformation. Can he be a man? 



 

He doesn't deserve to be called a warrior. Liang Zibing looks down on such a person! 

 

In Liang Zibing's opinion, Gu Han's future achievements will be limited to this, even if he can enter 

heaven and earth by virtue of his talent. This kind of disposition is doomed to make no great 

achievements. 

 

Gu Han went back to Jingzhou stone pillar, standing there with his head down and clenching his teeth, 

as if he had been wronged by Tianda. However, no one is willing to see him any more. 

 

Liang Zibing said faintly: "in this competition, the leaf of Mingzhou killed the sky, and won, below..." 

 

Can not wait for Liang Zibing to finish speaking, then there is a sharp look, swept over the presence of a 

crowd of Tianjiao, ye Chen light mouth way: "don't need so much trouble, you go together, I'm in a 

hurry." 

 

The crowd was stunned again 

 

What is this guy talking about? 

 

What he meant was to face the remaining 17 dark Tianjiao with one person's strength? What's the rush? 

 

It means that his arrogance is so insignificant in his eyes? 

 

Crazy, also have a limit!!! 

 

Clay figurines also have three points of anger, not to mention these heavenly favourites? 

 

For a moment, the dark regions of Tianjiao all put Ye Chen's performance of defeating Gu Han against 

the sky behind him. He roared and jumped into the field and attacked Ye Chen wildly! 

 



Even Liang Zibing has no time to stop it! 

 

However, she did not mean to stop, she would like to see whether the boy named ye Shitian has the 

capital to be arrogant? 

 

In the dark region, Gu Han is not only a genius, but also a demon in several big states. His strength is not 

much different from Gu Han! It's just weak. 

 

At the same time on these people, only the current strength is not enough! 

 

If the boy is arrogant after winning the war, he will make a fool of himself. 

 

However, in Liang Zibing's opinion, even if the boy is arrogant, he is much better than Gu Han. The 

martial arts can be crazy, but can't be counselled! 

 

Moreover, even if ye Chen is defeated, his strength is undoubtedly the first among many natural pride. 

 

All kinds of Taoist rhymes stirred up in the meeting hall. Although Tianjiao was angry, he was not a fool. 

No one had the intention of fighting with Ye Chen. Under the mutual help, they had formed a kind of 

encirclement situation! 

 

Ye Chen still looks calm in the face of the countless flashes of light. In his eyes, the blood awn is full, the 

body of the heavenly demon, the burning blood formula and other magical powers are displayed 

together! 

 

The next moment, a sword! 

 

The true secret of six exterminations! 

 

The reason why Ye Chen let everyone go is to see how strong the power of his six exterminations is!This 

sword still has the most terrible destructive power! 

 



The dark sword like the sea suddenly collided with the countless Daoyun attacks. There was a 

tremendous noise. The whole Jingzhou dark house trembled slightly. All kinds of forces broke out in the 

impact and swept around. On the protective light curtain, all kinds of cracks appeared in the afterwave! 

 

"How could that be possible?" Originally, Liang Zibing, standing outside the light curtain, has her pupils 

contracted in an instant, and her face is shocked! 

 

The power contained in Ye Chen's sword has reached eight levels of sky mending! 

 

Just now, ye Chen did not exert all his strength in the face of Gu Han! 

 

One after another, with the strength of the shock, they all looked pale and retreated quickly. Looking at 

the sword light, they looked more and more frightened! 

 

Almost just for a moment, all kinds of rhymes in the center of the conference hall were destroyed by Ye 

Chen's sword! 

 

And the sword light, though weak, is still moving forward! 

 

For a moment, a group of Tianjiao suddenly understood why Gu Han was paralyzed on the ground, and 

the sword light in front of him was like an abyss of destruction. Even though they knew that the 

governors of each state would protect themselves and others, they still felt a burst of fear and burst out 

from the depths of their souls! I trembled uncontrollably! 

 

At this time, several breath, from the second floor of the house, ye Chen cut out the sword light, under 

the impact of this breath, flash a few flash, finally, still return to nothingness. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flash, it seems that the gap between himself and those guys is still too big. 

 

However, what he did not know was that the governors in the two-story house almost had the same 

incredible expression as Liang Zibing. They looked at Ye Chen almost petrified 
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As the existence of the dark realm standing at the peak, they think that they have experienced all kinds 

of storms, but they never thought that a god realm existence can cross so many realms to fight! 

 

Skipping the level, they can understand, but ye Chen, is this skipping? It's unreasonable! 

 

Gu Xuan is full of smile, these guys also realize their original feelings? 

 

The pride of all the people, the pride on their faces, has disappeared. They are all dejected, disheartened 

and greatly shocked 

 

More than a dozen people join hands, but not one? 

 

What kind of pride? 

 

To say Tianjiao, only the young man named Ye Jingtian is qualified to be called Tianjiao? 

 

Yu Hongying reflected in her eyes and asked Wei Ji, "what do you think? You didn't think of it, did you? " 

 

Wei Ji said: "do you think it is possible that the heaven God realm has the strength to supplement the 

later stage of the heaven realm?" 

 

Yu Hongying's eyes flashed: "I have seen a lot of talents who are fighting over the level, but I have never 

seen such a person who is so rebellious..." 

 

Wei Ji said with a smile: "yes, you know that my practice is based on accumulation of experience. By 

suppressing strength, I can improve the success rate of breaking through the realm. Therefore, I have a 

lot of experience in suppressing strength. 

 



I dare not say anything else, but I can tell you that even the blow just now is not the limit of his strength! 

" 

 

"What!" 

 

Yu Hongying's face has changed completely! 

 

"How can anyone in the world do this? It can be called the first of all ages, but not the limit? " 

 

Wei Ji said: "it's really impossible, but what if our previous guess is right? All that, it makes sense 

 

Yu Hongying's eyes gradually brightened and said, "you mean, this man is really an elder? In that case, 

it's no surprise to crush a few younger generations. 

 

But the key is, why is his cultivation, don't say you and me, even Liang Zibing can't see the slightest flaw? 

What's more, we don't feel the breath of that realm in our bodies? " 

 

Wei Ji said: "maybe, we underestimated this elder..." 

 

"Well?" 

 

"If we cheat women in general, we can't cheat women, but we still don't want to? Even the women in 

Jingzhou did not find any clue 

 

That can explain why we didn't feel anything unusual in that realm. It's very simple. The strength of the 

other party should be too much higher than us, or even superior to us! " 

 

Yu Ying's eyes stopped breathing! All this sounds fantastic, but it seems to be the best explanation for ye 

Shitian's kind of strangeness! 

 

Their room fell into a strange silence 



 

A moment later, Yu Hongying breathed heavily. There was tension and excitement on her mature pretty 

face. It was a great chance to get to know such existence! 

 

But soon, Yu Hongying was puzzled and said: "if it is such a supreme being, why should he contact with 

his family, and why should he appear in front of us as an agent and enter the Ming Dynasty for this 

reason?" 

 

After a moment's silence, Wei Ji replied, "when you reach that realm, you have already possessed the 

ability to penetrate the earth, which is close to God. What you are plotting is beyond the imagination of 

ordinary people. How can you guess what happened to his mind with your and my accomplishments? 

 

This kind of thing is not something you and I should consider. What we want to think about is how to 

win the favor of this man and enter his eyes 

 

Even if it's just this chess piece, we have no chance. As long as this one is happy, it's not difficult for you 

and me to stop practicing for tens of thousands of years and go further! " 

 

Yu Hongying is already full of joy. Looking at Ye Chen's figure, she only feels that the indifferent look is 

just what the most powerful person who can admire the heaven and earth can possess. The inexplicable 

charm that even she can't see through shows her real identity! 

 

I just hate that I'm too stupid to see it all the time? 

 

In a flash, it seems that there are thousands of brilliant around Ye Chen, whose body shape in Yu 

Hongying's eyes, is also incomparably great! 

 

Yu Hongying only felt that her heart was beating. Since her practice, she had never had a fluctuating 

feeling like a pool of stagnant water. It seemed that all of them had some wonderful changes! 

 

The most powerful female warrior felt a burst of tightness in her chest. She was a little out of breath. 

She patted her red face in panic and exclaimed in secret: 

 



"OK It's terrible. Is this the supreme charm? After knowing the true body of the supreme, I almost fell 

into the enemy's hands. It seems that even the Tao's heart has been shaken... " 

 

Yu Hongying took a deep breath, more determined to be favored by the supreme mind. 

 

At this time, ye Chen naturally did not know all this. He had already walked out of the field. Originally, 

this test should last for one or two days, which was solved by Ye Chen in an instant. The next assessment 

has nothing to do with him.Now what he has to do is to return to the outside! 

 

At the moment of Ye Chen's departure, Yu Hongying and Wei Ji moved at the same time, and the 

assessment connected with them was no longer compared. They pursued Ye Chen directly. 

 

Both of them were a little uneasy. I wonder if this would cause the supreme one's displeasure. 

 

Wei Ji whispered to Yu Hongying: "since this supreme is disguised as an ordinary warrior, then there 

must be some intention. Although you and I know their true identities, we'd better pretend not to know 

them when we come into contact with them, so as not to affect the supreme's plan and cause him 

unhappiness..." 

 

Yu Hongying quickly nodded: "this, I naturally know!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly steps a meal, look back, look at the two figures coming behind him, slightly frown 

way: "are you?" 

 

Wei Ji and Yu Hongying looked at each other with a gentle smile and said: "I am Yu Hongying (Wei Ji), 

governor of Liangzhou (Cangzhou). Just now, the young master has performed extremely well in the 

assessment. Congratulations." 

 

Ye Chen is slightly stunned, and then some suddenly, is it that the two governors of the dark region are 

shocked by their own strength and optimistic about their future potential, so they make friends with 

themselves in advance? 

 



After all, the status of the agents in the dark region is second only to that of the governors in the dark 

regions. Even if the plan to enter the bright regions goes smoothly, the status of those agents with 

outstanding performance may even surpass that of ordinary governors! 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen also said with a smile: "you're flattered. However, I still have some important 

things to deal with today. I'll visit you another day..." 

 

He's not in the mood to argue with the governor of dark territory. 

 

With the coming of March, Su Yunyan didn't know whether to live or die, so he went back as soon as 

possible. 

 

What's more, I don't know what's going on with liudaozong. Will the emperor Shitian and xuanjiyue 

notice anything? 

 

At this time, Gu Xuan also appeared at Ye Chen's side. He looked at Yu Hongying and Wei Ji with a 

puzzled look, and then his face showed a sudden color and said with a smile: "you two are not going to 

flatter my apprentice, are you?" 
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"Apprentice?" They look at Gu Xuan in disbelief. 

 

How Fearless is this girl who cares for her family? 

 

How dare you call this supreme master a disciple? 

 

Yu Hongying sighs, only this kind of woman with big chest and no brain can do this kind of thing. After 

getting along with the supreme one for so long, I'm afraid that she hasn't seen through the identity of 

the supreme one yet? 

 



She did not pay attention to Gu Xuan. Instead, she appeared at Ye Chen's side. She respectfully took out 

a storage bag and handed it to Ye Chen and said: 

 

"this is a little gift for me. Congratulations to Mr. Ye, who has won the first prize in the examination, and 

hopes to lead us back to the world in the future..." 

 

Wei Ji also flashed, handed out a storage bag, said the same thing. 

 

Both of them are uneasy for fear of being rejected by Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen is a little surprised to see two people, in order to flatter themselves, these two people also too 

hard? 

 

Even Gu Xuan's pretty face was shocked 

 

When did she see these two dignified men with such a low attitude? 

 

Or to the younger generation like Ye Chen? 

 

It's unbelievable. 

 

Ye Chen was also too lazy to refuse. He took the two storage bags and said, "well, thank you to the two 

governors. If there is nothing else..." 

 

Wei Ji and Yu Hongying were overjoyed and said, "since you still have something important to do, you 

should leave first." 

 

"You don't have to pay attention to me. It's important." 

 

The supreme nature can not really lack anything. Even if it is not enough, it can not be afforded by two 

people. If the supreme one is willing to accept their gifts, it is a kind of recognition, right? 



 

What's more, just now the supreme one said that, after that, he would visit the house again? 

 

Naturally, the two of them did not have the courage to let the supreme to visit their own house. If they 

wanted to visit, they would also visit him! 

 

However, the words of the supreme one should be regarded as a kind of tacit approval. After the 

supreme return to the dark region, they visit 

 

Gu Xuan is a bit silly, these two people can't be the brain problem? 

 

As a governor of the dark region, how can a strong Party see ye Chen and his ancestors? 

 

No kneeling, right? 

 

Gu Xuan looks at them with disdain. These two guys must have been blinded by power. In order to make 

a bet on Ye Chen and lay a good foundation for his future exertion in the Ming Dynasty, it seems that 

they don't even want face! 

 

She snorted coldly, regardless of two people, followed Ye Chen to walk outside the hall. 

 

Yu Hongying and Wei Ji are extremely envious and extremely contemptuous of Gu Xuan's leaving 

 

They don't know which point of the girl who cares for her family is taken in by the supreme one, and she 

is allowed to indulge in her own side 

 

But this stupid woman, is in the blessing does not know the blessing. 

 

…… 

 



Ye Chen and Gu Xuan, through the transmission array, return to the dark house of Ming state, even if 

they want to ride on the Jinpeng of Gu Xuan. 

 

But Gu Xuan stopped Ye Chen from saying, "wait a minute. Since you are in a hurry to get on the way, 

you still don't want to take Xiaojin. There is a monster flying faster than Xiaojin in the mansion!" 

 

Ye Chen hears speech one Xi, and asks again: "if so, why before, did not ride another head mount all the 

time?" 

 

Gu Xuan's eyes were somewhat complicated and said, "you I'll find out later... " 

 

Soon, Gu Xuan and ye Chen, came to a wing room. 

 

In the room, a young girl with a pretty face and no expression was lying on the court with some food in 

her hand. 

 

Ye Chen looks at that girl, can't help but be stunned, this little girl is Gu Xuan's maid, xiaorou! 

 

On the bamboo stick in xiaorou's hand, there is a small, scorched snake hanging all over her body 

 

Xiaorou looked at the two people foolishly and asked, "master, what's the matter?" 

 

Gu Xuan said to Ye Chen, "xiaorou, in fact, is a mixture of the human race and the demon clan. She has 

the blood of purple Phoenix. If she tries her best to escape, her speed will be much faster than that of 

Xiaojin..." 

 

Said, she turned to look at small Judo: "xiaorou, ye Shitian wants to go to the Ming region, you send 

him." 

 

With a slap, xiaorou's Roasted snake fell to the ground. Although she was still expressionless, her eyes 

were still flickering with tears. She murmured, "Lord, you promised me that as long as you were your 

maid, you would never have to be someone else's ride again!" 



 

At this moment, xiaorou felt the great betrayal! 

 

What she couldn't accept was that she had been with the Lord for so many years. Now, the new boy 

seems to have a higher status in the Lord's heart! 

 

Even if he wants to be his own mount! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes, also some strange up, but he for this matter, does not resist. 

 

In the kingdom of God, the princess of the sea tribe also rode for him The other side is just a dragon, and 

xiaorou in front of her is actually a phoenix? 

 

He thought silently that it was very comfortable to ride PhoenixA phoenix sounds from the depths of the 

clouds, and a purple light suddenly flashes. It crosses the long bridge and appears in the wilderness of 

xingxuan area. After a flash, it disappears at the end of the sky. 

 

Ye Chen sits on xiaorou's back, and a surprise appears in her eyes. The blood of the purple Phoenix is 

really terrifying. Even if xiaorou is not a pure blood demon, the escape speed is far faster than that of 

the golden feather Dapeng bird. Of course, this is also related to xiaorou's cultivation. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flash. With such a fast escape, he can catch up with Xu Shenglong, right? 

 

Even if it is to cross the xingxuan domain and return to the Moon Palace in the moon soul domain, it is 

only a matter of a day! 

 

All of a sudden, he looked moved and took out two bags. It was Yu Hongying and Wei Ji who gave him 

gifts. 

 

It's better to have a look at it first. What did these two dark domain strongmen give? 

 

…… 



 

In the dark. 

 

Yu Hongying and Wei Ji are not only interested in the assessment of state agents, but also the governors 

of other states. After seeing ye Chen's performance, these once proud talents seem to have disappeared 

 

Yu Hongying suddenly asked Wei Ji, "what gift have you just sent?" 

 

She was more concerned about it than the assessment. 

 

Wei Ji did not answer, but asked, "what about you?" 

 

Yu Hongying said with some pride: "I found that the supreme one didn't wear any good treasures in 

order to hide his identity. His long sword was quite miraculous, but he didn't have a good body 

protecting magic weapon. Just in my hand, I have a treasure coat of the level of nine grade imperial 

vessels, which not only has a very strong defense force, but also has all kinds of invisible powers, which 

is quite suitable for the supreme one Today. " 

 

She in order to show sincerity, but under the blood, Wei Ji that stingy ghost sent things should not be 

compared to themselves? 

 

Wei Ji heard the speech, but he said with a smile: "do you think that with the supreme strength, you still 

need defense magic weapons?" 

 

Yu Hongying said coldly, "so what? This is just a means for us to show our sincerity. With our supreme 

strength, can you bring out what he needs? " 

 

Wei Ji light way: "perhaps, the supreme really has the thing which needs?" 
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"What do you mean?" Yu Hongying frowned 

 

Wei Ji said with some interest: "Yu Hongying, how does the Supreme Lord exist? There is a deep 

meaning in every word and deed. Besides expressing sincerity, this gift giving is also a test of us by the 

supreme." 

 

"Test?" Yu Hongying is more and more puzzled 

 

Wei Ji said, "do you remember that the supreme one told us before he left that he had something 

important to do? And when the agent was assessed, he also said that he was in a hurry? " 

 

In Yu Hongying's heart, she felt a little uneasy and said, "what do you say?" 

 

Wei Ji said with a smile, "Yu Hongying, do you not understand the meaning of the supreme words? 

These words are hints for us! It must have been expected by the Supreme Master that we would send 

gifts after the examination. Even at the beginning, it was deliberately arranged for old Tiandan to be 

promoted in the dark house of Mingzhou! 

 

Did you forget? Do you and I both have a piece of space class nine grade emperor? You think it's just a 

coincidence? Combined with the remarks of the supreme, what the supreme needs is probably a space 

magic weapon! 

 

Ha ha ha, Yu Hongying, you can't even hear this. Do you want to follow the supreme body? I advise you 

not to be too much of yourself, lest you become a pawn in the supreme hand 

 

Wei Ji showed a look of admiration. He had already fallen into the supreme chess game when he met 

the supreme one for the first time. If he was lucky enough to follow the Supreme Master, he believed 

that he could not only make progress in martial arts, but also gain a lot in strategy and other aspects? 

 

He is willing to become such a kind of chess pieces that he can turn the wind and cloud between his 

fingers and manipulate the existence of several strong players in his hands! 

 



However, there is a difference between a chess piece and a chess piece. He should try his best to 

become the most effective chess piece in the supreme hand! 

 

Wei Ji's eyes swept toward the next room, with a self satisfied smile on her face. Hum, Yu Hongying, a 

woman in martial arts, even if she is no better than herself, how can such a person be respected even if 

she is lucky enough to stay by her side? 

 

Yu Hongying's beautiful eyes were shocked, and soon her face became ugly. The first test of her majesty, 

I'm afraid that she has been left behind by Wei Ji! 

 

However, she soon got up and said in secret, "this is only the first test of the supreme one. In the future, 

I must strive harder to win the favor of the supreme." 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen looked at the blue light in his hand, the jewel, and a treasure coat with seven colors and spirits. 

He could not help but look surprised and said to himself, "is this the gift they sent me?" 

 

Originally, he thought Wei Ji and Yu Hongying just meant that the so-called congratulatory gifts would 

not be so valuable 

 

But in these two storage bags, there are two pieces of Jiupin emperor's utensils! 

 

The more behind the emperor's wares, the rarer they are! Seven or eight products are priceless, not to 

mention nine! 

 

Even for the existence of Tiandan old man, they are rare treasures! 

 

Even these two governors don't have a few 

 

But they gave it to themselves? 

 



For a while, ye Chen is a little confused. What do these two people want to do 

 

He shook his head with a wry smile. Instead of thinking much, he focused his attention on the two 

treasures in his hand. 

 

That treasure clothes, named jade cicada's mantra, has excellent defense power, stealth, and improving 

escape speed. 

 

Ye Chen didn't show any politeness, so he put on the robe directly. 

 

Then, he infused his mind into the blue bead. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen's face appeared a touch of joy, this blue round bead, named dingcangzhu, is 

a space God! 

 

Using this Ding Cang pearl can distort the law of space. Although it is difficult to control in battle, it is 

extremely useful to use it to drive the Ding Cang bead forward. If it is driven forward, xiaorou's speed 

can be increased by several points! 

 

Ye Chen can't help but sigh. Who said that people in the dark region are all insidious, crafty and vicious? 

 

This is prejudice! 

 

Like Yu Hongying and Wei Ji, they are a pure stream of martial arts! 

 

While ye Chen was thinking, a token flickered faintly on his waist! 

 

Ye Chen frowns slightly. This is a keepsake given to him by the leader of the six Taoism sect. Once it 

flickers, it means that there is something wrong with liudaozong! 

 

Liu daozong, as a sect founded by Xiao, his former disciple, spared no effort to avenge xuanjiyue. 



 

Liudaozong fell into the altar from the former top power. 

 

No matter what, ye Chen still has a belief, or regret in his previous life, that is to make liudaozong the 

first sect in foreign countries! 

 

And now, he came out of the dark area, should have the strength to make the liudaozong the first gate 

of the moon soul domain! 

 

Fortunately, there are still a few days to go before Su Yunyan's appointment in March! 

 

His whole body spirit power, instantly poured into the Ding Cang Zhu, a hazy blue light covered Ye Chen 

and the purple Phoenix under his body, their figure, suddenly illusory.…… 

 

Liudaozong. 

 

Xiaorou will ye Chen to, a cold hum, is to leave. 

 

In xiaorou's opinion, this declining clan is not worth her step into. 

 

Ye Chen looks at this familiar Mountain Gate, can't help but think of the picture of previous life. 

 

Is that faithful apprentice still alive? 

 

Maybe only face-to-face confrontation with xuanjiyue can make it clear. 

 

"Senior brother, you are back." 

 

At the moment, the guard's disciple saw Ye Chen and immediately called out. 

 



In these days, ye Chen's reputation has spread in the clan. Whether it's what ye Chen did in Zhenyuan 

hall, let Zhenyuan hall make friends with liudaozong, or Ye Chen makes a big fuss in jiuhanmen, all of 

which make ye Chen famous. 

 

Therefore, the disciples also respect Ye Chen a little more. 

 

Looking at the reverence in the eyes of the gatekeeper, ye Chen looks indifferent. Such a situation is 

normal, and he will not be surprised. 

 

There is only one thing that leaves Ye Chen puzzled, that is, in addition to the respect of their eyes, these 

disciples will look strange when they see themselves, as if there is something to hide. 

 

Finding clues, ye Chen can't help frowning. Is it possible that during this period of time when he left, 

what happened to liudaozong? 

 

When ye Chen entered the six Taoism schools, all the disciples he met were strange, which made Ye 

Chen more and more curious about what happened. 

 

Just preparing to go back to his own Huang Quanfeng and ask Liu yunmiao carefully, ye Chen sees Yang 

Qianyu flying out of the six temples, looking excited and coming to him. 

 

"Senior brother, you are back at last." 

 

Yang Qianyu looks at Ye Chen with a touch of joy in his eyes. 

 

"Well?" 

 

See form, ye Chen eyebrow tiny pick, the other side sees oneself seem to be very happy, this is how to 

return a responsibility, have what matter to ask oneself? 

 

When ye Chen didn't understand, Yang Qianyu went on to say, "OK, big brother, since you are back, 

follow me to the temple. The Lord is still waiting for you." 
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Hearing this, ye Chen is more curious. Even Wu Duan Cang and others are in the six Taoist temples. I'm 

afraid that there is something important about the six Taoism sect. 

 

Later, ye Chen followed Yang Qianyu to the six temples. 

 

As soon as he entered the six temples, ye Chen was slightly surprised. At the moment, there were all 

people in the temple. Not only all the elders had arrived, but also all the inner disciples were present. 

 

Liu yunmiao, who ye Chen wanted to find before, is also in the array of inner disciples at the moment. 

 

Because Liu yunmiao followed Ye Chen, he gave priority to Ye Chen after losing the gambling. He has 

been practicing at huangquan Lingshui of huangquanfeng all these days, but his realm has been 

improved very quickly. Now he has mended six layers of heaven, and his strength is quite good among 

his disciples. 

 

When he saw Ye Chen, Liu yunmiao also showed a happy look on his face. He began to cry softly: "elder 

martial brother, you are back." 

 

"Yes." 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly, keenly aware that although the people present had different looks, they were 

all excited. I'm afraid it was something important. 

 

At the moment, the arbitrary Cang saw Ye Chen return, also showed a smile. 

 

"You are really restless. I was shocked by the news that you made a big fuss about the nine poor families 

a few days ago." 

 



"It was Ye Chen's recklessness that worried the patriarch." 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen politely open a mouth to say. 

 

"No problem, as long as you're OK." 

 

Wu Duan Cang waved his hand, then looked at Ye Chen's face and said, "today's meeting of the six 

temples is for the ceremony of ascending the patriarchal clan." 

 

"It has been ten thousand years since I joined the ceremony. But this time the ceremony is about to 

start, but I want to take part in it. What do you think?" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen looks stunned, and ascends to the ancestral ceremony? He vaguely remembered 

having heard of it. 

 

It seems that all the sects in the moon soul region attach great importance to the ceremony. 

 

In the realm of the moon soul, the patriarchal clan has a strict class gradient, and the first class is the 

highest. 

 

The Zhenyuan hall is the second-class gate, and the Jiuhan gate is the first-class gate. 

 

There are numerous sects in the moon soul realm, and the competition is fierce. At the same time, the 

upgrading of the sect will bring about earth shaking changes, and even make the sect soar. 

 

You can't see that the Zhenyuan hall in the past was only a fourth-class sect. After it was promoted to a 

second-class sect, it became extremely arrogant and humiliated the six schools. We can see the 

importance of this sect's grade. 

 

In the realm of moon soul, if any sect wants to promote the rank, the ceremony is the most important. If 

you want to promote your rank, you must participate in it. 

 



After falling into the altar, liudaozong continued to decline, even to the third-class sect, and may even 

continue to fall. Therefore, liudaozong did not participate in the ceremony. After all, it was impossible to 

succeed in the promotion. It was just to make people laugh. 

 

Different from the past, the chief disciple and the patriarch are the key to the judging rules of the 

ascending ceremony. 

 

In the past, there were no extremely gifted disciples in the six Taoist schools, and the chief disciples had 

not even established them. However, the appearance of Ye Chen changed this situation. 

 

Ye Chen is extremely gifted and has a strong strength. Among the Lords of the major sects, he is also 

very powerful. 

 

In the past, because of the poor strength of the chief disciple, wuduancang had been unable to 

participate in the ceremony of ascending the sect and upgrade the rank of liudaozong. Now ye Chen 

appears, but he wants to have a try. 

 

Today, wuduancang called the people to the six temples to discuss this matter. 

 

When ye Chen came back today, he was also a key figure in the ceremony. Of course, he was called to 

the temple for his opinions at the first time. 

 

The information flashed in his mind. Ye Chen looked at the arbitrary Cang and all the people in the 

temple. They had a strong fighting spirit and excitement in their eyes. 

 

In the sixth year of the sixth patriarchal clan, it was better for them to be promoted until they were 

promoted. 

 

"Hehe, since the patriarch wants to participate in the ceremony, the disciple certainly has no opinion!" 

 

Ye Chen immediately responded with a loud voice, but a figure appeared in his eyes. It was Xiao shuihan, 

his former disciple and the founder of the six Taoism patriarchs. 

 



"Xiao, for your sake, I will make liudaozong rise. Yuehun domain is just a pedal. I will turn liudaozong 

into the first sect in foreign countries!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen heart to Xiao shuihan solemn commitment. 

 

On the other side, many elders in the wuduancang temple and a group of inner disciples heard Ye Chen's 

consent, but their eyes lit up and they began to smile. 

 

"Well, I know you won't refuse. In this case, the ceremony of ascending the sect will be opened in the 

future. You can go back and prepare for it. When it is time, you will lead the selected disciples from the 

sect to join me." 

 

Arbitrary Cang big hand a wave, direct decision way. 

 

"Well, I see." 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen did not hesitate, directly nodded should, and then took Liu yunmiao back to 

huangquanfeng. 

 

Back to Huang Quanfeng, ye Chen also learned from Liu yunmiao that the promotion ceremony should 

examine the strength of the clan leader and the chief disciple, and then add in the other inner disciples 

and compete with the major schools that want to be promoted. In the end, whether or not to be 

promoted will be graded.This time, the six schools will send their masters to arbitrarily judge Cang and 

ye Chen, and the remaining inner disciples need nine people. If ye Chen and the patriarch are included, 

there are just 11 people in each sect. 

 

A day flies by, this day ye Chen is concentrating on cultivation. It is estimated that he will soon be able to 

enter the holy ancestral realm! 

 

The only regret is that the mark of the hundred evil bodies of the witch clan is still unable to be used. 

 

The cooling time is too long! 

 



At this moment, the news of the arbitrary Cang came and asked Ye Chen to rush to the six temples. 

 

When he arrived at the temple, ye Chen saw Wu Duan Cang sitting on the throne, a group of elders 

sitting on both sides of the temple, while the nine inner disciples were waiting for each other, standing 

in the hall excitedly. 

 

These nine inner disciples were obviously selected by Wu Duan Cang and many elders and accompanied 

Ye Chen to attend the ceremony. 

 

Among them, Yang Qianyu was in the list, while the other eight were all top-notch in the sect. The 

arbitrariness of the promotion ceremony was obviously valued by Cang, and the strongest disciples of 

the sect were selected. 

 

At the moment, looking at the arrival of Ye Chen, arbitrariness Cang suddenly showed a smile and said in 

a loud voice: "since you have arrived, then start." 

 

"Good." 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen immediately agreed to come down. 

 

Then, arbitrariness Cang looked at Yang Qianyu and the other eight inner disciples, stood up and said in 

a solemn voice: "you must obey the elder martial brother Ye Chen's in all the arrangements of this trip. 

The patriarch and his disciples are separated. I will not take care of you. Everything will be given to ye 

Chen." 
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"Yes 

 

Hearing the speech, Yang Qianyu and others immediately began to respond. They looked at Ye Chen 

with respect. Ye Chen's performance during this period of time has conquered them with strength. 



 

Now the disciples of the six schools are very clear that ye Chen's strength is not as simple as it seems, 

but a heaven God realm. 

 

Ye Chen can defeat Feng Yusi and make a big fuss in the nine poor families. They can't do any of these 

achievements, even need to look up to. 

 

Such a chief disciple has been recognized by the disciples of the sect. They sincerely regard Ye Chen as 

their senior brother, so they don't mind following Ye Chen's arrangement. 

 

Seeing this scene, arbitrary Cang nodded with satisfaction. Ye Chen was also very good in his daily life. 

He didn't have any conflicts with his disciples. Obviously, he was very popular, which was enough. 

 

"With Ye Chen here, it should not be difficult for me to be promoted to the second class sect." 

 

At the moment, arbitrary Cang heart secretly, then a big hand, a long ribbon from his sleeve fly out. 

 

This ribbon will rise in the wind, and in a twinkling of an eye it will block out the sun. The magnificent 

and magnificent air of Hongmeng flows on the ribbon, and palace after palace appears on the ribbon. 

 

Seeing this scene, Yang Qianyu and other disciples of the inner school were shocked and widened their 

eyes. The ribbon was extremely extraordinary and they had never seen it. 

 

Ye Chen is not too surprised about this. The ribbon is a good magic weapon, but compared with his chart 

of the yellow spring, it is quite different. 

 

At the moment, the arbitrary Cang flew up and fell on the ribbon. Looking at the crowd, he said, "come 

on." 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen and others fly to the ribbon, the next moment, arbitrary Cang will control the 

ribbon directly out. 

 



Ribbon speed is very fast, but there is Hongmeng gas package, ye Chen and others on the ribbon is not 

affected. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen has taken all the people to the palace of ribbon to rest, and the arbitrary Cang 

is also with them. 

 

On the way, Wu Duan Cang told ye Chen and others about the rules of places to pay attention to when 

they attended the ceremony. Ye Chen and others listened silently and wrote down all the rules carefully. 

 

It turned out that the examination site of the ceremony of ascending the sect was in a secret place in the 

moon soul region, which had existed for countless years and was so vast and grand that it had not been 

fully explored for so many years. 

 

The top sect of yuehun domain located this secret place as the examination place, and the assessment 

content of the patriarch was to explore the secret place, and the assessment content of the inner 

disciples led by the chief disciple was to complete some tasks in the secret realm that had been 

explored. 

 

According to the situation of the ancient times, these tasks are different. 

 

Therefore, the examination of the disciples of the sect needs a powerful and quick thinking chief disciple 

to lead them. Only in this way can we make timely response and make plans. Therefore, the key figures 

of the examination for the promotion to the sect are the chief disciple and the patriarch. 

 

The secret place for the examination of the ascending ceremony was in a valley. Therefore, the valley 

was controlled by the top forces and was named shengzonggu as the place to participate in the 

ceremony. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen and others have reached the shengzonggu. 

 

Shengzong Valley is very grand and looks like a small world. A towering huge city is also built in 

shengzonggu, which is called Shengzong city. 

 



Many people have gathered in Shengzong City, which are representatives of various major sects to 

participate in the ceremony. Among them, the number of fifth class sects is the largest. Even if one clan 

force only sends 11 people, it makes Shengzong city full of people, and the city is very lively. 

 

There are numerous fifth class sects in yuehun domain, while the fourth class sects are less, but not 

many. 

 

As for the third-class sects, liudaozong is one of them. In fact, it has been regarded as a good position 

among the major sects in the yuehun area. However, compared with the six sects in the past, it has 

fallen into the dust. 

 

As for the second-class and the first-class doors, they are truly huge. 

 

The number of second-class sects is fixed. There are only one hundred second-class sects in yuehun 

area, and even fewer first-class ones. 

 

The first-class sect is the top force in the moon soul domain, with a stable position, but there is also a 

very strong competition. After all, there are 100 second-class sects below. 

 

However, only a small part of the whole yuehun sect was occupied by the clan who participated in the 

ceremony. 

 

Some top forces, or even those who think they are not qualified, are unlikely to participate. 

 

Xingyue palace, the nine saints demon sect, and even some other sects did not participate. 

 

In order to set an example, the ten strongest first-class sects came to compete and ranked in each 

promotion meeting. 

 

Among them, the first-class sect, which is in the 10th place, has to accept the challenge of the second-

class forces who want to become the first-class forces, jump out of the field from a high position, and 

participate in the promotion experiment with the second-class forces. 

 



After all, the number of first-class forces has always been fixed. If any clan forces want to be promoted 

to the first-class forces, they must pull down the first-class forces in their original positions. 

 

At the same time, Wu Duan Cang introduced the details of the ceremony to Ye Chen and others, and 

described the relationship between various rank forces and the way he wanted to be promoted. 

However, he had no worries about the six Taoism sects passing the promotion test.After all, for 

arbitrariness Cang, he just wanted to promote the six sects from the third class to the second class. This 

idea may not have been realistic in the past, but now it is easy. 

 

Speaking of it, the strength of the arbitrary Cang is well-known in this vast moon soul region, and even 

can compete with the patriarchs of the first-class forces, but it has been held back by the chief disciples. 

 

In recent years, liudaozong no longer accepted apprentices. Although there were many talented 

disciples in the sect, they were not top-notch, and they had never been able to serve as the chief 

disciple. 

 

Now ye Chen appears, and even the first-class disciples of the first-class forces can defeat Feng Yusi who 

mends the heaven realm and even make a big fuss in the nine cold schools. 

 

After all, the nine cold gate is a first-class force, is not ye Chen stirred the earth? 

 

Although the first disciple of the nine cold sect didn't show up at that time, in the eyes of Wu Duan 

Cang, even if the chief disciple of the nine cold sect made a move, he would be able to draw with Ye 

Chen at most. 

 

Therefore, there was no pressure on the liudaozong to be promoted to the second class by wuduancang, 

with Ye Chen as an excellent chief disciple. 

 

At the moment, with a relaxed pace, Wu Duan Cang takes Ye Chen and his party into Shengzong city. 

 

The city of Shengzong is crowded with people, and the forces of the moon soul realm have gathered 

here. After all, any sect wants to go further, even if there is no chance to bring their disciples to the 

Shengzong ceremony. 

 



As soon as he stepped into the city of Shengzong, ye Chen noticed that many people were looking at his 

party. Many of them were in the door of the clan with extraordinary momentum, but in their eyes, there 

was a touch of irony. 

 

"Ha ha ha ha, I didn't expect to meet a rare guest today. Lord Wu, for so many years, the liudaozong 

hasn't come to attend the ceremony. How can you be interested in coming this time?" 

 

At the moment, a fat man with thin hair, silk and satin, shaking a fan, came with a group of disciples. 

 

Seeing this fat man, Wu Duan Cang can't help frowning. He is the leader of a clan force in the moon soul 

domain. 

 

The patriarch of Huarong sect has high honor. The Huarong sect is a second-class force. It has always 

been a sect of both right and evil. When the liudaozong was still in the position of the first-class force, it 

once punished the Huarong sect for its evil deeds. 

 

However, Huarong Zong had always been bitter about this matter. Later, liudaozong declined and fell to 

the third class. Huarong Zong tried every means to humiliate liudaozong and revenge the former hatred. 

 

At the moment, looking at high honor, arbitrariness Cang said with a smile: "master Gao, are you still 

free to worry about my six sect affairs? I'm afraid that we'll have to wait for the third grade of the 

Huarong sect this year 

 

Hearing this, Gao Rong's face turned blue suddenly, like eating a dead fly, and his body trembled with 

anger. 

 

It is true that what Cang said is true. Huarongzong has been declining in recent years, and has reached 

the end of the second-class forces. Every year, the top ten of the second-class forces will end up 

participating in the ceremony together with the third-class forces. 

 

If they succeed, they will be able to keep their position as second-class forces. If they are defeated, they 

will fall to third-class forces. 

 



Over the past few years, many of the third-class forces have enjoyed a strong momentum, especially 

those in the forefront of the third-class forces, which pose a great threat to the huarongzong, and high 

honor is also full of sorrow. 

 

Originally, when Gao Rong saw Wu Duan Cang, he thought that he could take the opportunity to 

humiliate liudaozong and eliminate some inner boredom. He didn't expect that the wuduancang pot 

could not be opened, but it would make him angry. 

 

"Hum! Even if my huarongzong falls into the third class, it will be better than your sixth class. I guess it 

won't be long before you will fall into the fourth class! " 

 

High honor eyes a stare, directly cold hum, and then without saying a word, decisively lead people to 

turn around and go. 

 

Seeing this scene, arbitrary Cang disdained to shake his head. What did the fat man know? He came to 

attend the ceremony to promote liudaozong to the second class. 

 

In the past, ye Chen did not have this idea, but now he is full of confidence, that everything is a 

certainty. 

 

"Do you want to insult me? Maybe the one who will take the place of the second-class power of your 

Huarong sect will be my sixth sect! " 

 

Wu Duan Cang thought triumphantly in his heart. Then he looked at Ye Chen and others and said in a 

loud voice, "wait a moment, everyone. The ceremony of ascending the clan will be held soon. Then 

some first-class forces will come forward to preside over it." 

 

Arbitrariness Cang told ye Chen and his followers that the ceremony of ascending the sect would be held 

soon, so that everyone could follow him and not run around. 

 

Then, wuduancang took Ye Chen and others to find a restaurant in Shengzong city to sit down and wait 

for the ceremony to be held. 

Chapter 3880 



 

 

 

In Shengzong City, both restaurants and other businesses are very profitable business. No matter what it 

is, the asking price is extremely high. 

 

But those who can do business in Shengzong city are all related to the first-class forces, so the work of 

making money will certainly be monopolized by them. 

 

As a result, these business people are arrogant and do not look at the numerous sects. Except for the 

first-class forces, the other clans are not worth mentioning in their eyes. 

 

However, because of their arrogance and disdain to pay attention to the people of other clans, there will 

be no conflict. 

 

In contrast, the other sectarian forces who came to Shengzong city continuously contradicted each 

other. After all, there would be resentment between the clans. In the past, they would not get together. 

Maybe they could still be at peace. Now they all come to Shengzong City, causing a lot of fluctuations. 

 

Of course, there is a rule in Shengzong city that you can't do it in Shengzong city. This is a rule set in 

ancient times. Of course, no one dares to violate it. Otherwise, I'm afraid that Shengzong city will be 

destroyed by the big fighting forces soon. 

 

However, if they can't fight, there will be verbal conflicts among these major sects. One by one, they will 

scold one by one, and the whole city of Shengzong is full of ugly words. If the ordinary people can see it, 

they will be shocked. On weekdays, the existence in their eyes is just like a crazy woman cursing here. 

 

At the time when many forces were quarrelling with each other, a magnificent breath passed through 

the sky and fell directly on the top of the city Lord's house in the deepest part of Shengzong city. 

 

A total of 10 figures, momentum is extremely strong, even when the appearance of the whole court, the 

head of the clan also have to be honest and shut his mouth. 

 



These ten figures are the Lords of the first-class forces in the yuehun area who participated in the 

promotion meeting. Now they gather together to represent the formal opening of the ceremony. 

 

For a moment, everyone's eyes were focused on them, staring at them closely, looking forward to what 

they were going to say next. 

 

"Alas..." 

 

Looking at the ten figures with infinite scenery, a curtain fell in the eyes of arbitrariness Cang. Once 

upon a time, he had infinite scenery and stood in the position looked up by thousands of people. 

 

But later, the liudaozong continued to decline, falling from the first-class forces to the second-class 

forces, and even from the second-class forces to the third-class forces. 

 

In the heart of arbitrariness Cang, ye Chen also looks at the top ten influential lords who are standing in 

the air above the city Lord's house. Among them, there is an acquaintance of his. 

 

This acquaintance is the leader of the nine cold gate, Luo Huai'an! 

 

Jiuhanmen is one of the first-class forces in the yuehun area, and it is because of Luo Huai'an's great 

talent that jiuhanmen made it to this day. 

 

At this time, Luo Huai'an is also aware of the breath of Ye Chen in the crowd. For this young man who 

once had the spirit of his master, Luo Huaian remembers very clearly, and immediately searches for ye 

Chen's position. 

 

"Ha ha, I didn't expect you to come too." 

 

Luo Huai'an looks at Ye Chen's heart micro way, showed a smile, then Chong Ye Chen slowly nods. 

 



In Luo Huai'an's view, the liudaozong has a deep foundation. If it had not been for many worries, the 

hidden power of the six daozong could not have been used, and it would have been impossible for the 

six daozong to have been above the rank of the third class force for so many years. 

 

Now ye Chen's coming represents that the liudaozong is preparing to go further and become a second-

class force. For Luo Huai'an, this is reasonable. The liudaozong should have been in this position. 

 

"Just..." Luo Huai'an glanced at the others in the same trade. Among these forces, there were many 

people who had hatred with the liudaozong in the past. If liudaozong wanted to be promoted, he would 

be in a lot of trouble. It seems that he should help to speak when necessary. 

 

Luo Huai'an is right. In fact, the liudaozong has never participated in the promotion ceremony in recent 

years. One reason is that there is no suitable chief disciple to lead the disciples of the sect. The other is 

that he knows that there is not enough hard power and that these contradictory forces in the past will 

try their best to make difficulties. Even if they come to participate in the ceremony, they will not be able 

to join the ceremony Upgrade. 

 

Seeing Luo Huaian nodding and smiling at himself, ye Chen also politely made a courtesy, which was to 

say hello to each other. 

 

At this time, one of the ten people in Luo Huai'an's party was thin, but his eyes were extremely sharp. 

He was the strongest man in blue among the ten, but he coughed softly. 

 

"Ladies and gentlemen 

 

At the moment, the man in green raised his hand, and immediately made the noisy shengzonggu quiet 

down. The heads of numerous clans closed their mouths honestly. 

 

This man in Tsing Yi, however, has always been at the forefront of the first-class forces in the moon soul 

domain, and has never fallen down in the ranking. Shi yipan, the leader of cangyan Shenzong, is worthy 

of its name. 

 

The strength of this rock yipan is extremely strong and powerful, and no one dares to be presumptuous 

in front of him. 



 

Seeing that the heads of numerous clans in the Shengzong valley were quiet and honest, Shi yipan's eyes 

flashed a faint satisfaction. Then he opened his mouth and said, "ladies and gentlemen, the ceremony of 

ascending the sect has officially begun. Please gather at the designated position according to your 

current rank. 

 

With a finger in his hand, Shi yipan's aura flew out of his fingers and landed on the land in front of the 

main house of shengzonggu city."Hum..." 

 

The earth vibrated, and a pale gold light stripe was transmitted from the earth, and then a golden ring, 

no small or large, just enough to accommodate more than a dozen people, appeared in front of the 

public. 

 

"First class forces, the bottom of the list, please stand here." 

 

Hearing this, several of Shi yipan's ten companions showed a playful expression and looked at a thin old 

man who was walking with him. 

 

The skinny old man was dressed in rags and his skin was dark and stained. He looked like a beggar 

begging along the street, but his eyes were full of endless cruelty, and there was a strange light flashing 

from time to time. 

 

At the moment, seeing other people in the same trade, as well as many eyes in shengzonggu, many eyes 

are focused on himself. The thin old man's eyes are even more cruel, and there are even cold flashes. 

 

This thin old man is the leader of the hall of good and evil at the bottom of the first-class forces. 

 

This hall of righteousness and evil is the same as Huarong hall. However, most of them deal with the 

dead and do nothing harmful to nature. 

 

However, the reputation of the hall of righteousness and evil in the moon soul domain is still not good, 

so it is also declining, which makes it rank at the end of the first-class forces. 

 



Nevertheless, the withered old man's eyes were still full of pride, and the corners of his mouth lifted a 

scornful arc. 

 

The first-class forces are superior and always think highly of themselves. As the leader of the hall of good 

and evil, he does not think that anyone can shake his position as a first-class force. 

 

"Even if my hall of righteousness and evil is at the end of the line? We have been sitting in this position 

for thousands of years, and we have participated in the ceremony many times. Those second-class 

forces are rubbish and can not threaten us at all! " 

 

At the moment, the thin old man stood in the golden circle with his chief disciples and a number of inner 

disciples, laughing in his heart. 


